INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER CAMPS
PARIS [ for teens aged 14-18 ]
MONTREAL [ for teens aged 12-17 ]

CREATE LEARN HAVE FUN
ISART DIGITAL, the international Video Game and 3D-VFX Animation school, with campuses in Montreal,
Paris and Tokyo, is thrilled to welcome students to its SUMMER CAMPS ! Our camps allow both beginners
and experienced students to come and create, experiment, and delve deeper into their passion for
art, video games, and 3D-VFX cinema. Summer Camp students benefit from the savoir faire of ISART
instructors fresh from the industry, in the heart of Paris and Montreal.
Jump start your future and come join us this summer!
THE ISART SUMMER TEAM

27 JUNE 22 - 01 JULY 22
PARIS SKETCHBOOK

04 JULY 22 - 15 JULY 22
VIDEO GAME CREATION

If you’re interested in scenery,
architecture and observational drawings,
PARIS SKETCHBOOK is for you! Soak up
the scenery in the City of Lights - Paris!
Learn outdoor sketching techniques
and create authentic-looking travel
diaries - valuable additions to your
portfolio. You’ll focus on drawing
and color, as well as pencil drawing
techniques and acrylics. Your
instructors will give you the key
skills to ensure success in future
outdoor drawings!

This camp will introduce you to
creating video games! You will
discover how to establish the rules
(Gameplay), create levels (Level
Design) and integrate the game
mechanics (Programming). In two
weeks, you will learn how video
games are designed, how to
create your own universe and
how to work in teams with other
teenagers as enthusiastic as
you!

04 JULY 22 - 15 JULY 22
3D CREATION

CREATIVE SKETCHING

Learn about 3D Creation from the pros!
You’ll find out how popular animated
films and special effects are created.
You’ll also be able to animate your very
own characters and create a project
in 3D! You’ll meet other passionate
young people in a professional
environment, while having fun
thanks to a number of exciting
activities, all of which will allow
you to better understand the
inner workings of the fascinating
world of 3D.

PRICE IN PARIS
1-week Summer Camp: € 300
PRICE IN MONTREAL
2-week Summer Camp: $CAD 700
(plus tax)

04 JULY 22 - 15 JULY 22
SCENERY & CHARACTERS

You will learn the sketching
techniques to create your own
scenery and characters. You will
design your first fantasy creature or
superhero.
And you will go even further by
trying your hand at coloring.
Outdoor sketching and museum
visits will also form part of this
course. Your observational
drawing will improve with the
help of experienced artists.

ISART DIGITAL PARIS
60 boulevard Richard-Lenoir
75011 Paris
+33 1 48 07 48 58
information@isartdigital.com

ISART DIGITAL MONTREAL
1440 rue Sainte-Catherine Ouest,
Suite 1000, Montréal, QC H3G 1R8
+1-438-382-7466
contact@isartdigital.ca

SIGN UP
FRANCE - www.isart.fr
MONTREAL - www.isart.ca

